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Music Review
Has a year ever been so busy for our musicians? Two musicals, a
major concert in Dorking, the Junior Choirs at the O2 Arena, House
Music plus countless other concerts and services gave our talented
pupils plenty of opportunities to display their musical prowess.
As the pupils returned from the summer
break, many seniors auditioned for the
production of Stephen Sondheim’s
notoriously demanding musical Sweeney
Todd. Soon we had a cast of 60 going
through their paces, learning the difficult
score with enthusiasm and comparative
ease. Our GCSE musicians were also busy
early in the term with a visit to Reading
University for a workshop, playing a
Balinese Gamelan. World music is now a
key element of the examination syllabus
and this trip provided a marvellous
‘hands-on’ experience for both pupils and
staff alike. All our musical memories were
tested to the full as none of the music is
notated.

The department was delighted to
participate in the first major school event
of the year, Party in the Park. After three
frantic weeks of rehearsal, Cantabile,
Phoenix, Lower Junior Choir and the
Senior Jazz Band all gave polished
performances on an open stage in front
of a large, enthusiastic audience.
During October was the first Sir Malcolm
Sargeant Practice-a-Thon week raising money
for cancer research. Our hard-working
musicians rose to the challenge raising
well over £1,300. We were delighted to
present a cheque to Emily Jenkins of the
organisation. My thanks go to Ms Krawec
and Ms Pritchard who masterminded this
highly successful and worthwhile event.

In November, all ensembles and choirs
performed in a series of concerts. The
Senior event featured the Senior Orchestra
playing a Star Wars medley and the Senior
Wind Band performing a selection from
Cats, as well as solos from new music
scholars, Rebecca Baker and Alastair
Cockrem. In the Junior Concert it was a
delight to hear such depth of talent in the
Junior Strings, Junior Wind Band,
Cantabile and Phoenix. Form 1 gave an
inspirational concert of their own,
performing with great confidence.
In late November, Sweeney Todd reached its
climax with three performances. The score
and the dramatic production was by far
the most demanding ever attempted on
the Freemen’s stage. A huge set of half a
ton of steel was erected on the Assembly
Hall stage, adorned with scenery from the
National Theatre, including the infamous
barber’s chair. Undeterred by the demands
of the show, the cast gave three
outstanding performances. The chorus
were so well focused that they provided
excellent support for our leading players. I
will never forget the superb interaction
between James Trinder and Maddie
Dempsey playing Sweeney and Mrs
Lovett. They in turn were ably supported
by Charlie Duke, Graeme Du Plessis, Will
Nash, Danny Riley and Laurence Belcher
in the other leading roles. Once again the
production was Freemen’s at its best, with
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School, Polyphony and Viva! and in the
Juniors, African Drumming and the Junior
Combined Ensemble. Following the success
of the latter, a new Junior Concert
Orchestra has now been formed under the
enthusiastic direction of Mr Dave
Eaglestone. Other highlights included the
concerto performances by Sam Matthey
(viola) and Tim Peters (trombone).
over 200 pupils making a contribution
either on or off stage. My personal thanks
go to Mr Phil Tong, who masterminded yet
again a thought-provoking and highly
visual production. He was greatly assisted
by his wife, Barbara, who created such a
memorable ‘look’ with countless red, white
and black costumes. Mr Chris Ruby, totally
unflappable, solved countless technical
issues with sound and light. It was an
experience none of us will forget. The
problem we now face is what to present as
the next senior show in November 2011.
Within two days of striking the Sweeney
set, the music staff took 90 juniors in
Cantabile and Phoenix to the 02 arena to
sing in Young Voices 2009. They joined
nearly 8,000 other children to form a huge
choir. It was a great day out culminating
with a concert in front of 17,000 people.
My thanks go to Ms Krawec for organising
the event of behalf of Freemen’s with great
efficiency and calmness.
And so to December and carols. Once
again the Camerata was delighted to be
invited to sing for the Guild of Freemen at
their carol service at St Martin-withinLudgate. This annual event marks the start
of the Christmas season at Freemen’s.
Within a few days, various choirs had
performed at seven carol services in St
Giles’ Church, as well as carol singing in
Ashtead Village. We were delighted to
hear that three of our singers had gained
places in the National Youth Choir of
Great Britain: Ellen Timothy, Katie
Rutherford and Samuel Strijdom.
Ellen was invited to be a soloist at Ashtead
Choral Society’s January concert at St
Martin’s Church, Dorking. Confidently

singing the solos in Rutter’s Magnificat
and Jenkins The Armed Man, she was
joined by Old Freemen, Kate Aitchison and
Leo Morrell. Freemen’s also made its
presence felt in the accompanying
ensemble with current pupils, Becky Johns
and David Pearce playing trumpet, Jeremy
Cole playing organ and music staff, Ms
Krawec on piano and Mr O’Carroll on
percussion. I was at the helm conducting.
The Spring Term is dominated by House
Music. A record number of performances
were heard in the audition rounds,
culminating in two keenly contested finals.
It was a particular pleasure to welcome
back Mr Richard McElwaine (former
Assistant Director of Music), now Director
of Music at Heathfield School, for the
Junior Final. For the Senior Final Mr Philip
Aldred (OF) Chief Examiner, London
College of Music, had a demanding job
ranking three different and original house
concerts. The cup winners performed in a
packed Ferndale a few days later in the
Gala Concert, with Yoo-Eun An as overall
Junior winner and Lucy Cole winning the
Senior competition.

Since January, we prepared for our second
musical of the year, Smike! For the first
time the music and drama departments
combined to present a show by KS3
pupils. A huge cast, ably managed by
director Ms Sarah Chamberlain-Webber,
gave three performances in late June. We
were all delighted to have the interest and
input of composer Simon May, whose
work includes the theme tune for
EastEnders. Simon attended rehearsals and
a performance and was thrilled with our
original take on the show.
Also in the latter part of June, our budding
brass players teamed up with Surrey Brass
for ‘Brass Extravaganza’. The concert
featured solos by Tim Peters and David
Pearce with the ensemble. The concert had
a rousing finish with all players
performing Mambo No.5.
The term concluded with our second
Junior concert of the year, two concerts on
Prize Day and the two Soirées. And so
2009/10 came to end. On reflection have
we ever had such a busy and varied year?
Mr Paul Dodds

Throughout the term all the school
ensembles were preparing for Class Act 2
at the start of the Summer Term. Following
the success of A Class Act in 2008, the
department decided to repeat the event on
an even larger scale. Over 200 performers
gave a varied and entertaining evening to
a packed house. From the initial brass
fanfare to the closing bars of the senior
orchestra item, the standard was
consistently high. It was a particular
pleasure to hear several groups making
their Freemen’s debut. In the Senior
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Young Voices but Great
Voices at the O2 Arena
On Tuesday 1st December, the Music Department took 90 children
from the Junior School to the O2 Arena to take part in a Young Voices
concert. This is the first time the School has taken part in one of these
concerts, but Young Voices is now in its 13th year.
Cantabile and Phoenix Junior Choirs had
been working very hard learning the
huge range of songs for the event. There
were songs about animals, songs in the
current charts by artists such as Take
That, Taylor Swift and the Sugababes,
songs from the Classical genre such as
Panis Angelicus by Cesar Franck and
even songs from the 80s.
The enormity of the event did not really
hit until we arrived at the arena and
stepped inside the venue. Over 8,000
children from a variety of schools were
there with us, and after a lunch break, we
spent the afternoon rehearsing with the
live band, ably led by resident conductor,
Mr David Lawrence.

Key Stage 2 Music
It has been an exciting year for music
in the Junior School. The curriculum
has been revamped, giving children
the opportunity to compose and
perform in a range of styles. There
has been an explosion of talent, with
many more children learning
instruments at a higher standard, as
showcased in the Lower Junior
Summer Concert and the Midsummer
Night’s Dream Orchestra.
Form 1 began the year in style, performing
in the Autumn concert with old favourites
such as An Austrian Went Yodelling. Form
1W performed their own original
compositions, inspired by Autumn images.
As the year progressed, they created their
own junk instruments from objects found
at home, giving a whole new meaning to
recycling. By the Summer Term, Form 1
became accomplished performers, singing
with gusto in both the Lower Junior
Summer Concert and Snow White and the
Seven Dwarves.
There was a wealth of talent among Lower
2. In lessons, they experimented with wooden
and metal objects, creating ‘Kitchen
Orchestras’ to perform classics such as
Robot Walking in a Stormy Forest. The year
culminated in the Lower Junior Summer
concert with woodwind, brass, strings,
percussion and singing all represented in
the solo and duet performances. L2DC
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performed an instrumental version of If I
Were Not Upon the Stage giving children
who do not have individual instrumental
tuition the chance to shine.
Upper 2 began the year by performing a
Polynesian Sasa from Samoa. This
involved drumming and body percussion.
They learned how to use rhythm and pitch
notation, writing and performing their own
compositions and finished the year by
creating their own versions of Copland’s
Fanfare for the Common Man. Many of the
musicians involved in A Midsummer
Night’s Dream were from this year group
which augurs well for next year’s projects.
Lower 3 studied a range of genres of music
including Extended Techniques and,
inspired by Berio’s Sequenzas, they looked at
classroom percussion instruments and how
they might extend the range of sounds
they produced. The resulting compositions
were written down in graphic scores and
performed in groups. Alexandros Kanavos
and Stephen Cockrem managed to take
extended techniques to new levels in their
composition by playing the cello and violin
simultaneously with one bow!
The Orchestra for A Midsummer Night’s
Dream provided another showcase for the
talents of Middle Junior musicians and I

look forward to enjoying more
performances from these talented
children as they move up the school.
Mrs Sarah Gillespie

It was during this amazingly exhilarating
rehearsal that we truly saw the effect that
Young Voices has on all those involved
and the sheer excitement generated by so
many working towards one goal. The
event in the evening was quite simply an
unforgettable experience for all of the
children. The pupils, who were the stars
of the show, performed to a capacity
audience of thousands in one of the
biggest arenas in the country. They were
joined by singer V. V. Brown, Classical
vocal quarter All Angels and street dance
group Urban Strides. It was a fantastic,
fitting end to the rollercoaster ride that
was Young Voices.
Ms Natalka Krawec
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Practice-a-Thon
On 2nd February, CLIC Sargent
representative Emily Jenkins
visited the school to meet the
music staff and some of the
children who participated in the
Music Department Practice-aThon in the Autumn. Children
across the Junior and Senior
School managed to raise the
grand sum of £1,349.55.

Boldly Brilliant Brass
The Music Department joined forces
with Surrey Brass, the innovative
and entertaining brass ensemble
based in Cobham, for a brilliant and
bold Brass Extravaganza.
During the concert brass pupils performed
a variety of solo and ensemble items,
prepared with them by their teachers, and
they played alongside Surrey Brass. The
evening was somewhat of a celebration for
Senior Brass, who work tirelessly all year,
playing in Carol Services, City Visit and
Prize Day. This was an opportunity for
them to really shine and take centre stage.
Led ably by maestro, Mr Dave Ward,
Senior Brass performed two sets, with
music as diverse as A Toye from Fancies
Toys and Dreams, by Farnaby, arr. Howarth
and Dog Gone Blues, by Henderson.
Becky Johns, Philip MacDonald, James
MacDonald and Timothy Peters, joined
Dave Pearce, trumpet player
extraordinaire from Upper 6, in his final

soiree with Senior Brass. After many busy
years at Freemen’s, Dave’s departure will
be a real loss to the brass department. He
left the audience and fellow musicians
mesmerised by his wonderful rendition of
the technically demanding Carnival of
Venice by Arban, arr. Muscroft.
It was encouraging to witness the future,
in performances from Junior Brass who
bravely took their solo slot in the first half
and then sat back to enjoy the music and
imagine themselves being that good in a
few years. Rosie David, Stephen Gordon,
William Joy, James Ellis, Hannah Froude,
John Morrison, Georgina Chapman,
Freddie Cox, Nicholas John, James
Lawrence, Jonathan Lott, Molly Message,
Marcos Penteado and Nicholas Thynne
also performed alongside Surrey Brass and
Senior Brass in the finale of Mambo No. 5.
Ms Natalka Krawec

Emily was delighted with the final
amount, thanking the children for their
efforts and hard work. She also gave
the department food for thought about
how even more money could be raised
in the future.
It is a perennial task trying to get
children to practise daily, but we were
delighted that so many children took
part and helped to raise money, and by
doing so were able to improve their
own playing. They really got behind
the scheme.
Pictured around the piano (above)
with Emily Jenkins (back row, far left)
are the music staff, Mrs Pritchard, Mr
Dodds and Ms Krawec, and some of
the children who helped the
department raised over £1,300. From
left to right are Abigail Bruce,
Stephanie Elstub, Natalya Robinson,
Emily Elstub, Andrew Brinkworth and
Alice Witt. Together, they managed to
raise over £350.
Well done and thank you to all the
fundraisers and those who donated so
generously.
Ms Natalka Krawec
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Class Act 2
The tough challenge facing the
Music Department was how do
you better A Class Act? In this
case, you produce a sequel, and
unlike most sequels, Class Act 2
did not disappoint. At the whole
school musical extravaganza held
at Dorking Halls on Thursday
29th April, the school musicians,
from age 7 to 18, not only performed
for the 700 strong sell out
audience, they entertained, taking
those lucky enough to be present
on a rollercoaster of emotions.
Starting off with a bang was Senior Brass
playing Fanfare for a Dignified Occasion.
The audience had no idea what an
occasion they were indeed in for as the
first half of the show continued with
singing from Viva! and performances
from Polyphony, and the Senior Wind
Band including soloist Timothy Peters,
the School’s 13 year old music scholar. It
was fitting that the Junior African
drummers and then the Phoenix and
Cantabile choirs took us into the break
with the final song being Feel Good. It was
clear that as everyone headed into the
interval, they all definitely felt good.
The Senior African Drummers got the
show swinging straight after the return
with three thumping renditions from the
Ivory Coast and Guinea. A more mellow
passage followed of Combined Junior
Ensemble, Senior Strings and Senior
Chamber Orchestra, including soloist
Samuel Matthey, one of our senior music
scholars. The Jazz Band then took centre
stage with diva Claire McCarthy blasting
out Orange Coloured Sky, before Camerata
and the Senior Orchestra brought the
curtain down on a truly magnificent
evening.
Ms Natalka Krawec
I had never actually performed as an
orchestral soloist before in any venue, and
decided it would be a valuable experience
to have before going to university. I came
before Ms Krawec hoping that she
wouldn’t have too many plans for the
orchestra for Class Act 2 just yet.
Fortunately my hopes proved to be correct;
Ms Krawec had just ordered copies of
Passacaglia and Fugue in C Minor by Bach
(from Milan, Italy no less) which she
wanted to use as the grand finale for the
concert, but otherwise was open to
suggestion. I told her that I had another
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piece coming up, Romance in F Major by
Beethoven, a wonderfully romantic piece
written for Violin with a chamber
orchestra. There was only one catch, I was
learning the piece on the viola. We both
agreed that it would be an interesting twist
to do it with the viola, since neither of us
had heard many performances of the piece
with a viola in pole position.
In order to get the piece to as high a
standard as possible, I turned to my
teacher, Mrs Jana Sims. Jana has been my
musical mentor for 12 years, and knew
exactly where work was needed. We spent
almost every lesson I had up until the
concert pruning it in order to get it just
right, but it did not come without its
problems. Those more clued into musical
performance may think differently, but as
far as I can tell there is at least one very
good reason why the viola is not favoured
as a solo instrument over the violin; it’s
low, mellow sound, whilst very sweet, is
very difficult to project in a concert hall,
especially with a large musical ensemble in
the background, without compromising its
quality. This was my main area of work,
and it took a large chunk of my practice
time to get it right. I don’t know how
many times I worked over that piece, but
stress grew each time, and I was interested
to see the reaction when I first presented
the piece to the rest of my peers.
As accompaniment, a chamber orchestra
was formed out of the main senior
orchestra, and we began to rehearse
together. The result was certainly pleasing;
I enjoy playing the Romance very much at
home, but it sounds ten times better when
placed with a background orchestral
accompaniment. Everyone was very

appreciative and supportive of the result,
and we progressed with the work through
spring. The question of volume still
plagued me though, and I even found
myself openly debating whether I should
attach a microphone to the viola, an idea
that only added to the worry.
Other groups in which I was participating
started to come together as the date
approached. All the while however, my
thoughts were fixated on the Beethoven,
and whether I could do such a fantastic
piece the justice it deserved.
The day of the concert came, and in order
to relax I took the time during the day to
observe the rehearsals of other groups that
I had not heard before whilst waiting
around in Dorking Halls. It was great to
see such variety, and also to learn that
there were other soloists tonight who I felt
sure would shine themselves, even if I
didn’t. Fortunately my own rehearsal went
surprisingly well. Everything that needed
to be right was right. Ironically this only
added to the tension; my old superstition
(based on experience) is that when a final
rehearsal goes well, especially on the same
day as the performance, the performance
goes very badly.
When the concert itself came, it was
unsettling to see how my performances
were balanced. Only Polyphony took place
in the first half, which went very well, but
then all of my other performances were in
the second half. String group came first,
allowing me to warm into the viola. And at
last, after months of preparation and
panicking, the stage was set for my
swansong with Freemen’s. I waited what
seemed like an age in the wings for the
orchestra to tune, before walking out to a
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packed Dorking Halls audience. I am glad
to say that all my fears of sound
projection, tone perfection and the want
of a microphone were unfounded; the
performance went better than I could
have ever hoped, everything seemed to
go just as I had planned and wanted, and
it’s not often that I can say that about a
performance. The first 20 seconds of
initial terror developed into nine minutes
of passionate, romantic performance,
which was met with much appreciated
applause from the audience. To cap it all, I
received a humorously over-sized
bouquet of flowers from Kate. You know
things have gone well when a good friend
presents you a large bouquet in front of
hundreds of people.
I’m pleased to say I pulled it off. At least, I
feel this way, and I hope (and am entitled
to believe, from what I have heard), that
many others do too. My thanks go to all
the friends, family and fellow performers
who gave me so much support in the run
up to this memorable and thoroughly
well orchestrated concert (no pun
intended), to which credit goes to Ms
Krawec and Mr Dodds, both of whom I
know have experienced many sleepless
nights over this event. Their toils have not
gone unnoticed by any of us, and all the
students I’m sure appreciate the work
they have done for these concerts. Lastly, I
wish to thank Jana, who I’m glad to say
was able to attend the concert. Without
her support, I would never have
accomplished this.
Sam Matthey

Ms Krawec asked me if I’d play Rimsky
Korsakov’s Trombone Concerto with the
Freemen’s Wind Band at a concert in
Dorking Halls. Being fairly new to the
school, I wasn’t really sure what I’d be
letting myself in for, but I felt honoured
to have been asked. The music staff
knew that I knew the first two
movements of the piece, as I’d played
them as part of my music scholarship
audition. It was time for a bit more of a
challenge and a great excuse to start
learning the final movement.
The Spring Term was extremely hectic,
the snow gave me the time I needed to
start getting to grips with the 3rd
movement (when I wasn’t out
tobogganing). I also had various other
concerts to prepare for, not to mention
sorting out a different piece for House
Music. The second half of term flew by.
Mr Eaglestone, my trombone teacher,
taught me new techniques to conquer
the staccato tonguing required in the
fast parts of the 3rd movement – this
helped me take my playing up a level.
My parents bought me a CD of the
Northern Wind Band playing various
Russian pieces, I started playing along
with this to get used to the
accompaniment – very different to
playing with piano. The wind band
rehearsals for this piece were also in full
flow by now.
Ten days to go, I was beginning to feel a
little anxious, I’d never been to Dorking
Halls before and it was beginning to
dawn on me that Class Act 2 was quite a
big deal. Mr Smith who was conducting
the wind band seemed fairly relaxed at
rehearsals, so what was there to be
worried about? The day arrived. I left
home at 7.15am as usual to catch my
train and have to admit to a few
butterflies in my stomach. The stage at
Dorking Halls was so professional, this

was serious. The rehearsals went well,
I felt as ready as I’d ever be.
The concert opened with Fanfare for a
Dignified Occasion played by the
awesome Senior Brass – as I walked
onto the middle of the stage my heart
was in my mouth – the auditorium was
packed, not a spare seat in the house. I
instantly relaxed and began to enjoy
myself. I had a quick breather while the
lovely Viva! sang. The Senior Wind
Band took their seats and the audience
applauded as Mr Smith and I walked on
stage – we were off. The band played
brilliantly making my bit a pleasure to
play; we started off with the second
movement, a slow lilting movement
before the third movement which is
taken at quite a pace. I was very pleased
with the way it went; even my cadenzas
went as well as they’d ever gone. I was
aware of the huge grin on my face when
we finished; being presented with a
bouquet of flowers was definitely a first
– I felt extremely proud. No time to rest
though, Polyphony were next, a chance
to sing instead of blow. After the interval
it was time for the second solo item –
Samuel Matthey with the Senior
Chamber Orchestra. Sam was excellent
as usual, it was a lovely piece. This was
followed by Senior Strings while the
Jazz Band assembled back stage. The
Jazz Band is awesome, one of my
favourite groups – we were lucky to be
joined by Claire McCarthy who is an
amazing jazz singer. I put my trombone
down again to come back on with
Camerata to sing a few pieces. The
concert ended with the Senior Orchestra
playing Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor
by J S Bach – this had taken a lot of

learning and is a fine piece – a fitting
end to a fabulous evening.
Tim Peters
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Sweeney Todd
In September the Music and Drama
departments took on a seemingly
impossible task: Sweeney Todd was
chosen as the Senior School
biennial musical. However, three
performances of Christopher Bond’s
adaptation, with music by Stephen
Sondheim were put on from 26th28th November to great applause.
From the very opening of the show with
the full company of 63 13 to 18 year-olds
on stage it was clear that this would be no
ordinary school musical. The cast were
accompanied by a 23 piece band. Led by
Mr Paul Dodds, Director of Music at
Freemen’s and the show’s musical Director,
the band comprised talented staff, pupils
and professional musicians who played
Sondheim’s infamously challenging score
with ease. Pupils, lead by Mr Chris Ruby,
were also responsible for the professional
lighting and sound systems which effectively
dramatised the events of the show. The red
and black themed Victorian costumes,
designed by Mrs Tong and managed
throughout the performances by Mrs Dodds,
set a macabre scene for the gripping tale.
The story begins in 1849 London with a
bitter Mr Todd returning from exile in
Australia in search of his family. Upon his
arrival at the flat he used to occupy on
Fleet Street he meets Mrs Lovett and learns
of the suicide of his wife and adoption of
his daughter. Between Todd’s determination
to seek revenge on Judge Turpin and
Lovett’s desperation for her pies to be a
success the pair get carried away with
their cut throat plan. The gruesome plot
unfolds in a collection of complicated songs
whose harmonies were tackled expertly by
the entire cast, mixing the menacing tone
seamlessly with the comic lyrics. The lead
of Sweeney Todd played by James Trinder,
managed to capture and maintain the eerie
and sinister qualities of the murderous
barber. His partner in crime, Mrs Lovett,
played by Maddy Dempsey, perfectly
characterised the pie shop owner with the
comic timing of a very accomplished
actress.
The set, described by Mr Dodds as ‘The
most expansive set we have ever had’,
belonged to Royal Holloway. It expertly
transformed the scenes between London’s
Fleet Street, Mrs Lovett’s pie shop, the
bakehouse and Todd’s barbershop,
complete with a mechanised chair which
cleverly led to the ‘disappearance’ of many
unsuspecting men in need of a shave.
Thursday night’s audience included Nick
Bailey, Dr Truman in the UK soap opera
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EastEnders, who said: “Seldom have I seen
an amateur production presented with as
much joy, group support and clarity. The
level of commitment was palpable and the
characterisations clear. You all made a very
complex piece concise and enjoyable. The
performance was excellent.” The entire
cast and production team were thrilled to
be praised so highly on the opening night by
such an accomplished actor.
Despite being even more of a challenge
than the school’s highly memorable
musical production Les Miserables in 2003,
many members of the audience who
witnessed both thought Sweeney Todd
outshined all previous musicals ever
performed at Freemen’s. Mr Dodds said:
“I did my first show here 21 years ago and
I do believe this is the best cast I have ever
had.” Mr Phil Tong, Head of Drama and
the show’s Director, described just how
much of a challenge Sweeney Todd was to
perform as a school musical: “Sometimes
you have to be brave enough to tackle the
really daunting things in life. For me one
of the most exciting things was that
everyone who worked on the show was
brave enough to take on the most
ambitious musical project ever performed
at Freemen’s”.
The audience, who gave the company a
standing ovation, were left amazed at
what had been achieved in such a short
space of time by such an talented set of
young people.
Hannah Sareen
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House Music
The final of Senior House Music is
a time when the creative musical
talent of the school really comes to
the surface, providing a number of
pleasant surprises. All houses this
year produced outstanding
performances but it was
Whittington’s stylish and well
organised concert that was
awarded first place, and also
gained cups for their House Choir,
Wind Quintet and House Band, the
latter providing a polished
performance of the Stevie Wonder

Drama
Review

number, Superstition. A new cup,
The Jeremy Cole Cup for the best
accompanist, was appropriately
awarded to Lucy Cole who was
also nominated the Best Overall
Performer.
An extra dimension was added to the
day by the return of an Old Freeman as
adjudicator. Philip Aldred, now Chief
Examiner at the London College of
Music, attended Freemen’s in the 70s
and his perceptive and highly humorous
commentary included entertaining
reminiscences of his days here as a

pupil. Interestingly, he was taught the
organ by Gibson Russell who retired at
the end of the year after having taught
the piano and keyboard for many years.
The adjudicator of the Junior House
Music Competition was Richard
McElwaine, the Assistant Director of
Music a number of years ago. Amongst a
number of fine performances were YooEun An’s Beethoven Adagio for Piano and
Celia MacDonald’s Souvenir de Sarasate
for Violin.
Mr Michael Bird

“These are exciting times for drama at
Freemen’s and there is much more to come.”

Once again, this has proved to be a very busy yet successful year in Drama. It began in November with ‘Sweeney
Todd’ by Stephen Sondheim, a joint production with the Music Department, that was the best musical Mr Paul
Dodds and I have created here at Freemen’s since my arrival. A really imaginative stage set designed and built by
Mr Chris Ruby; a wonderful ‘red and black’ theme signalled in the costumes designed, sourced, and purchased
by Mrs Barbara Tong; a really complicated musical score by Sondheim expertly delivered by Mr Paul Dodds and
some of the very best central performances ever in a musical delivered by Maddie Dempsey and James Trinder as
Mrs Lovett and Sweeny Todd respectively. Charlotte Duke too showed her versatility as an actress in taking on the
high soprano of Johanna, and Graeme Du Plessis was also excellent as Anthony.
CITY OF LONDON FREEMEN’S SCHOOL
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In December we had the re-launch of
House Drama. Actor Bradley Fricker was
the judge and he was very complimentary
about the work produced by the students.
The result: a tie between Whittington and
Hale. It was great to have the competition
back.
In the first week of February were two
devised theatre productions by our A2
students who produced two astonishing
shows based on the Lewis Carroll novel,
Alice in Wonderland: Not Guilty by Virtue of
Insanity and No Time to Say Hello/Goodbye.
The students took this stimulus and
created two very diverse and challenging
pieces, both of which were something of a
tribute to the work of the physical theatre
company, Frantic Assembly. Devised work is
something we have excelled in over the
past few years, but these two pieces
provided two of the very best we have
seen in the last decade. No Time to Say
Hello/Goodbye was particularly strong,
designed by Maddie Dempsey, who
despite her acting pedigree chose to use
her skills as an artist to design the set,
costume and make-up for the show. The
performances showed strength in depth
with Ollie Raggett excelling as the central
character and he was key to the physical
styling of the piece too. He was ably
supported by Millie Chapman as his ‘dead
wife, Alice’ and Jennie Williams as his new
relationship. Jennie has to be the best
actress I have never managed to get into a
whole school show and it’s a shame that
her wonderful work over the years has not
been seen by a wider audience. The
absolute revelation in this show was
Brittany Draper who was outstanding as
The Cheshire Cat, a real tour-de-force
performance that combined physicality
with great humour.
Not Guilty By Virtue of Insanity took a very
different approach to the material and
produced a drama centred on one
character’s struggle with her sexuality and
the ‘shifting sands’ of her home
environment as a child. This too was a
terrific, if a more traditional, approach to
the piece and produced some terrific
performances from Hannah Baker and
Hannah Walker in particular. Hattie
Knight was also impressive as the
boarding school bully.
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The students in our Lower 6 AS Drama
group have, since the early days of GCSE
Drama, announced themselves on the
stage at Freemen’s, many of whom are
already ‘Edinburgh veterans’, and with the
added national experience of performing
in the Shakespeare Schools’ Festival, much
has been expected of them. Without a
doubt they delivered in a Polly Stenham
double bill in May. In That Face Charlotte
Duke was quite sensational in her
personification of Martha, managing to
create a relationship with James Trinder,
her son, that was both tender and
uncomfortable at the same time. James
Trinder, too, is a brave actor, and all of the
cast in this show deserve plaudits for the
way in which they embraced a very difficult
and modern play. Next up was Tusk Tusk
another play with controversy at its heart;
a play about children abandoned by their
depressive and suicidal mother. Here too,
the students rose magnificently to the task,
with Ollie Hampden terrific as the
protagonist Eliot, a performance mirrored
by the performances of Elise Wilkinson as
Maggie, his younger sister, and Finn, his
older, but autistic, brother played by Graeme
Du Plessis. These young actors are certainly
worth watching over the next year.
These shows were closely followed by the
GCSE productions. The GCSE students
really ‘stepped up to the plate’ with the
pieces they presented to the examiner and
to a public audience over two nights of
production. I was thrilled with the work
they all offered and feel that they chose
this showcase to demonstrate the maturity
they have developed over the two year
course.
Ms Sarah Chamberlain-Webber brought
together the Junior and Upper School in
a joint Key Stage 3 venture, with her new
production of Smike!, a musical based on
the story of Nicholas Nickleby by Charles
Dickens. Adopting a ‘cross-arts’ approach
to this venture she collaborated with the
Music and Art departments to produce a
really exciting project that embraced film,
music and the visual arts. This resulted in
a tremendous marriage of these three art
forms and even brought about the
involvement of Simon May, the composer
of the show who attended a rehearsal and
a performance of the project in June. Joseph

Lott, in particular, should be singled out for
his film-making and editing skills on this
project, with Angus Gillan, a promising
new young actor in Year 8 taking the
eponymous lead and Jack Flammiger
proving that he will be an actor to watch
in the next few years.
The reputation of drama at Freemen’s
continues to grow, demonstrated by the
invitation made by Deloitte to provide
an introductory piece of theatre for the
Consumer Goods Forum: a global
symposium for close on 1,000 senior
executives of companies across the world
concerned with retail at the QEII Centre
in London on the subject of ‘The Net
Generation’. With the Lower 6 students I
developed a piece that gives a young
person’s perspective on ‘what they buy
and why they buy it!’ This project has
given these students a monumental
challenge, working to create a piece of
theatre, to a tight brief, in order to challenge
an audience about key issues of commercial
policy. We all went through an enormous
learning curve in this project, but, I think,
we all emerged the wiser for it.
In light of this performance we have since
received invitations from Tesco and Barilla
in Milan to create new pieces to ‘front up’
conferences within their organisations over
the coming year. Freemen’s Drama has
gone international in a big way and the
opportunities now for students to share
their work on a national and international
stage look to be increasing daily.
And in Edinburgh this year the school had
a triumph with the production of The
Typhoid Marys. Audience response to the
show was terrific with four out of the six
shows sold out and the critics wrote:
‘……the play dovetails the parallel tales of the
original 'Typhoid Mary', Mary Mallon, an
Irish immigrant to the US in the early 1900s
and a group of women identified as typhoid
carriers and held in isolation in London. It's a
clever technique as it highlights the genuine
dilemma faced by the authorities – particularly
in the days before antibiotics. The central cast
are outstanding, with Maddie Dempsey giving a
show carrying performance as Mary Mallon
that gives her a personality beyond her
circumstances. Charlotte Duke as chef's wife
May, Millie Chapman as young mother
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Florence and Elise Wilkinson as teacher Mary
Brooks bring three of the London internees
vividly and movingly to life. They are supported
by a strong ensemble cast. The treatment of a
clearly emotive issue is sympathetic to all those
involved, and while a stance is taken on society's
failure of the women in later years, there's
understanding shown for those responsible.
With several plot elements to draw together
there is a serious risk of things feeling disjointed,
yet the direction moves deftly from woman to
woman while clearly establishing every character.
City of London Freemen's School have brought
a production to Edinburgh that they can be
rightly proud of.’
When reflecting on the progress of past
Freemen’s Drama students one has to
point out the growing careers of:
Caitlin Thorburn (class of 2006) who made
her debut in Coronation Street. Since
graduating as the top graduate actor at
Manchester Metropolitan University in
2009, and featuring in ‘The Spotlight
Award’, she has been working non-stop.
She has just appeared in a ‘site specific’
show called ‘Bentwater Road’ with the
‘Eastern Angles’ Company.

Andrew Garfield (class of 2001) has made
three new films this year: ‘The
Imaginarium of Doctor Parnassus’, the last
film made by Heath Ledger, ‘Never Let Me
Go’ with Keira Knightley and Carey
Mulligan and ‘The Social Network’, the
story of the development of ‘Facebook’ in
addition to taking a leading role in ‘Red
Riding’ an award winning hit for Channel
4. The key news about Andrew is that in
July he was cast as the new ‘Spiderman’.
Faye Winter (class of 2001) has completed
the London/Broadway tour of Michael
Grandage’s Donmar Warehouse
production of Hamlet, where she played
Ophelia to Jude Law’s ‘Hamlet’. She has
also appeared in ‘A Comedy of Errors’ in
Regent’s Park Open Air Theatre.
Yiannis Charalambous, Natasha Hicks and
Will Adolphy all gained places in the
National Youth Theatre this year.
These are exciting times for drama at
Freemen’s and there is much more to
come.
Mr Phil Tong
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Smike!
75 Key Stage 3 pupils performed the musical Smike! by Roger Holman and
Simon May for a run of three nights. The performance on Wednesday 23rd
June was attended by Mr Simon May himself, who had taken a keen
interest in the production from the outset. Director Ms Sarah ChamberlainWebber and musical Director Mr Paul Dodds were delighted that he was
able to attend a performance and Simon also dropped into one of the
rehearsals to see how the pupils were getting on and to offer words of
encouragement. Simon was impressed with the warm welcome he received
from the pupils.
Year 9 pupil Jack Flammiger impressed
with his dark and, at times, disturbing
portrayal of Wackford Squeers, expertly
wielding a cane to beat pupils of
Dotheboys Hall. Jack certainly
dominated the stage and the pupils as
the brutal Head of the School. Georgie
Chapman was excellent as his equally
vicious wife, spooning the horrid
brimstone and treacle down the hapless
boys’ throats and never missing an
opportunity to beat any boy she came
across. Their offspring, the bully
Wackford Junior and daughter, Fanny,
were brought to life by Alex Duke and
Jessi Hampden (one of the youngest
members of the cast) respectively. They
performed energetic routines as the
constantly bickering children of Mr and
Mrs Squeers and certainly entertained
the audience with their physical
squabbles which were frighteningly
realistic at times.
The 18 pupils playing the parts of the
boys at Dotheboys Hall shivered and
cowered their way through the
performance until they were set free
from their ordeal by their horrfied
teacher Nicholas Nickleby.
An element of feminism was added to
the production with the part of Nicholas
Nickleby being played by a female Year
9 pupil, Jo Sneller, whose clear voice was
a joy to listen to. Jo perfectly
communicated Nickleby’s growing rage
at the injustice of the situation. Year 8
pupil Angus Gillan, playing the part of
the lonely Smike, moved many members
of the audience with his singing,
especially in the plaintive song Better Off
The Way I Am. Angus rose perfectly to
the challenge that this role gave him.
In addition to the many on-stage
performers, pupils played the roles of
Victorian street sellers and mingled with
the audience before the show and
during the interval. A troupe of dancers
performed in the opening of the piece
and in the lively finale, 'Dotheboys
Rock', which was accompanied by a
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band of both staff and pupils. The finale
literally gave the dancers the
opportunity to 'let their hair down' with
an 80s feel to it – there was plenty of
coloured hair and hair spray to contrast
with the dull tones of Dotheboys Hall.
The set was designed by artist Mr Sam
Jeffereys who came into school to work
on it with a group of talented Sixth Form
students. Sam created the imposing form
of the central character by referring to
post WWI German Expressionistic
images. The brooding, dark feel to the
entire piece evolved around the
Dickensian characters. The set took two
solid days to complete. In addition to the
set, art teacher Mrs Rebecca Houseman
produced side panels which greeted the
audience as they entered the Hall.
Chalks and pastels were used to create
an old blackboard feel. The images were
based on silhouettes created around the
Dickensian era.
Being a Key Stage 3 production meant
that pupils from both the Junior and the
Senior Schools were working together to
produce the final result which its
composer, Simon May described as
"special and unique".

Ms Sarah Chamberlain-Webber
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Lower Junior
Talent Show
The Lower Junior Talent Show took
place on the last Friday of term. As
usual it was a big hit with family,
friends and children. Many
auditioned but 23 lucky acts got
through. The Return of The
Hamsters and Japutcha performed
extremely well, and so were asked
to perform in assembly in front of
the Junior School.
On the night, every act sang, danced, and
performed a poem or a sketch. All 23 acts
were well practised and very interesting to
watch. The lighting was terrific and so was
the music, which made the acts extra special.
When we arrived for the big event we
made our way to the Ferndale Theatre
feeling nervous and excited. We were put
into our rows to sit in for when we entered
the Senior School Hall. Once we performed
we got a big encore from the audience.
We would like to say to say a big thank
you to the lighting, music, and back stage
helpers, the compères and especially to
Mrs David, Mrs Wilby and Miss Page for
organising this amazing talent show,
which you already know was great. So
thank you so much, everyone, we loved it
very much.
Natalya Robinson and Thea Walter

Upper Junior
Talent Show
The Upper Junior Talent Show was on the
last evening of the Spring Term. Again
there was a terrific atmosphere and the
evening was very entertaining. The soloists
were very good this year, the group dances
were slick and there were some very funny
sketches. Two forms from Lower 4
performed. L4T performed their version of
the TV programme ‘Take Me Out’ and L4B
sang ‘Don’t Stop Me Now’. Nearly 100
pupils went up onto the stage to take part
and others helped backstage and with the
lighting. All those involved thoroughly
enjoyed the evening. A great end to a
tiring term!
Mrs Helen Irwin
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